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From: Eugene Roseboom [mai Ito: roseboomaix.netcom.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 11:37 PM
To: McConnell, Keith
Subject: Comments on EIS

I tried to send this yesterday but could not get the right email address. I checked with Lake Barrett and he gave
me the addresses he used. Iwould like it included in the official record.

Dr. Keith McConnell
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards / /."

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Dr. McConnell,
I am providing comments for the NRC staffs' scoping process for an Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) to support rulemaking to update the Commission's Waste Confidence decision.
I received a PhD from Harvard University in 1958 and joined the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in

1959 as a research geologist and geochemist.
In 1979, the USGS began its own research program on disposal of nuclear waste and I was manager. In

1983 our hydrologist IsaacWinograd proposed that DOE locate a repository at Yucca Mountain above the water
table. I wrote the first analysis of the benefits and new problems in placing a HLW repository above the water
table. This paper was USGS Circular 903 which was extensively cited by the NRC in revising their regulations
to include sites above the water table. I became Deputy Assistant Director for Engineering Geology in 1989 and
was the Director's representative to the NRC on nuclear waste, and to NRC's Advisory Committee on Nuclear
Waste (ACNW).

I retired from the USGS in September of 1994. 1 was a Scientist Emeritus from 1995 to 2008.
The siting of a repository above the water table in a desert area offered major benefits in construction

and absence of uncertain risks in the future that are present in different rock types. A major uncertainty is how
the waste and containers will react when the tunnels and facilities fill with ground water which may contain
additional chemicals. This may result in the water transporting radioactive elements into the biosphere and
risks to humans. In the unsaturated zone there is almost no water and no such risks.

In the saturated zone tunnels must be mined using explosives and backfilled after the waste is emplaced
to protect the containers from falling rocks and minimize water contact. In the unsaturated zone the tunnels have
been constructed by rock drilling machines and do not need to be backfilled. This mean they can be monitored
indefinitely and the waste retrieved if desired. The entrance is thru a ramp. By contrast, saturated zone
repositories would require vertical shafts hundreds of feet in length and elevators to lower the waste to the
tunnels.

Senator Harry Reid, a decades-long opponent of Yucca Mountain and the driving force behind the
Obama Administration's decision to defund it, has deemed Yucca Mountain "technically and scientifically
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unsound." No explanation of his assessment has been given. Between 1983 and 2007, hundreds of scientific and
engineering reports were written and 11 kilometers of underground drifts driven - at a cost of about 9 billion
dollars - to determine the site's suitability as a repository for spent nuclear fuel. As a result of this work Yucca
Mountain is one of the most thoroughly studied areas in the world with respect to its geology, hydrology, and
paleoclimate.

It is clear that the final work on Yucca Mountain which is almost done should be completed
Dr.Eugene H. Roseboom Jr

Joan & Eugene Roseboom
roseboornm()ix.netcom.com
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